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PDC - 55 Port Street East

INTRODUCTION
Firstly, thank you to Ward 1 Councillor Stephen Dasko for requesting this evening
session of PDC to enable the fullest possible attendance and public participation.
The Councillor and the Planner have clearly stated from the outset that they want to
hear from the Port Street residents before a decision is taken on this application.
TOPCA is not here to pre-empt that process but we will provide our perspective, “lay it
out” if you will, based on our volunteer citizen experience in Port Credit.
TOPCA has members from every Port Street condo building and the St. Lawrence
townhouse complex. As always, TOPCA has provided a clearinghouse webpage for the
information available, for both our members and the broader Port Credit community.
We note the organization and persistence of the Port Street residents. This is yet
another unique Port Credit neighbourhood which has come together as the result of a
development application. This level of citizen engagement will be needed when the
rest of Port Street is re-developed!
[ CONTEXT IMAGES 1, 2 ]
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[ IMAGE 1 ]
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Port Credit Active and Potential Development Sites
Updated: April 15, 2019

55 Port St E

‘BUILDING THE VISION’
[ IMAGE 2 ]
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TOPCA’s ROLE
The TOPCA Executive has not helped with the creation of the Port Street Citizens
Coalition (which includes some of our members), nor met with them, nor advised them.
We have not created a subcommittee of TOPCA for this neighbourhood. It was not
necessary -- the residents have formed their own consensus and speak for themselves.
We were invited to, and attended, the Port Street residents’ All-Candidates Meeting in
October 2018, prior to the municipal election, where many local issues were raised.
We did not co-sponsor any Flyer, although the TOPCA name was included and circulated
on one flyer image created by a Port Street resident (was a misunderstanding).
We did not attend any of the separate meetings held earlier this year between the
FRAM development group, the Councillor and the residents of each Port Street East
condo building (nos. 50, 65, 70, 80) and the St. Lawrence townhouse complex.
TOPCA does appreciate having been copied on many resident emails sent to the Planner
and the Councillor, which has greatly assisted our understanding of the local concerns.
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PERSONAL IMPACTS
There is no doubt that waterfront views for some residents adjacent to or across from
55 Port Street East will be compromised or obliterated by any new building, and their
open sky views will also be altered, when compared to the 2-3 storey building on the
site now. [ IMAGE 3 ]
Those on my street can relate, as we live across the road from the 72-acre West Village
site and will be losing the sunset and open sky views while gaining an urban skyline of
up to 29 storeys, housing 7000 new neighbours and daytime employees. We can still
hear the coyotes at night, but for how long?
TOPCA receives emails from residents in all Port Credit neighbourhoods, concerning
infill development resulting in the loss of sun and backyard privacy as so-called
“monster homes” are deemed allowable and go in next door.
No one in Port Credit is unaffected by the significant transformations taking place and
many are feeling some painful Personal Impacts.
There are also Community Impacts, per below.
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Existing 2-3 storey building on the site
[ IMAGE 3 ]
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COMMUNITY MEETING – FEBRUARY 11, 2019
Ward 1 Councillor Stephen Dasko held a Community Meeting at Clarke Hall in February.
TOPCA reps attended and took detailed notes of the public questions and the answers.
Over 180 people attended that meeting, and there were strong applause responses to
several public comments made, both positive and negative. It was difficult, therefore,
to discern a clear community consensus. [ IMAGE 4 ]
The Information Report on the PDC Agenda is quite succinct concerning the issues
which were raised by the residents at the Community Meeting. Residents said they
would like to hear more answers regarding the planning context. [ IMAGE 5 ]
We understand there will be an in-depth Planning response to all the community issues,
including those raised tonight at PDC, in the Supplementary (Recommendation) Report.
Residents are invited to raise those issues again here tonight of course.
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Community Meeting
February 11, 2019
Clarke Hall – Standing Room Only
[ IMAGE 4 ]
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Excerpt from: Information Report, PDC April 15, 2019
[ IMAGE 5 ]
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ADDITIONAL COMMUNITY IMPACTS
TOPCA would add: (these issue pertain regardless of height)
Driveways – No sharing of the ramp at The Regatta (65 Port Street East);
need signalized driveway exits for safety of high pedestrian/cycling volumes
On-roof mechanical – 1.5 extra storeys – adds to height perception
Potential for ground floor mixed-use possible? e.g. office or gallery
Tree at NW corner of the site; retention of other natural assets [ IMAGE 6 ]
Parking allocation exceeds requirement (60 stalls on one underground level)
It is the role of the Planning Staff to work through all the issues with the Port Street
residents and we understand they are doing that.
We look forward to reviewing the in-depth Planning Dept. responses to all the citizen
concerns raised, ideally in advance of any recommendation made to PDC.
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Large tree at NW corner of the site
[ IMAGE 6 ]
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PORT STREET CONTEXT – PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
We believe Port Street is the premier street in Port Credit, with the potential to become
an eclectic destination and significant pedestrian precinct where the waterfront is
completely accessible for public enjoyment. Certainly it forms part of the Mississauga
Tourism Master Plan, and a ‘promenade’ context should be maintained even as the
street is redeveloped in sections. There are learnings from how the Street has evolved.
1. LOOKING BACK: There are those who still lament the loss of the soccer field (now
built-over) where the Southside Shuffle got its start 21 years ago. There are those who
lament the loss of 150 jobs (and the daytime mainstreet business) when Adamson &
Associates vacated the building which still stands on the site at 55 Port Street East.
The parkland conveyance to the City for this prospective building was done years ago
when the rest of St. Lawrence Park was built. We would note that visitors and even
residents think this parkland belongs to The Regatta and the current adjacent building.
Perhaps this long-time misperception could be addressed at this time? [ IMAGE 7 ]
Most residents (including us) weren’t “woke” when the heights and massing for the Port
Street residential condos were negotiated at the OMB. Now, decades later, with lived
experience, the last piece of the St. Lawrence development is under renewed scrutiny.
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Public parkland, mistaken as private
[ IMAGE 7 ]
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2. RIGHT NOW: Through-traffic, parking, speeding, noise and crime in the Port Street
East area are concerns heard at the Port Street All-Candidates Meeting. Cumulative
issues are pressing on the local residents with no solutions as yet. In addition, long-ago
planning decisions still impact the area, even as new development is being considered:
The 6-storey Regatta at 65 Port Street East is very long and completely blocks the view
of the lake end to end. It does not feel like a waterfront street along here. Perhaps
today, it would have been 2 or 3 buildings with a bit more height and some breathing
space and vistas between, as done on the north side of Port Street East. [ IMAGE 8 ]
The large public space called St Lawrence Square is empty and never used due to noise
complaints by nearby residents. It was used on Canada Day 2005 as a public showcase
event, but never again. [ IMAGES 9, 10 ]
The empty (designated) retail space on the ground floor of The Regatta ever-reminds us
of this failed attempt at ground floor mixed-use, which may present the same challenge
at 55 Port Street East. Mixed-use is an OP aspiration, but how to do it? [ IMAGE 11 ]
All Port Credit residents are concerned with the rapid pace of intensification in our tiny
planning district without concurrent transportation infrastructure development to
facilitate mobility through the village, e.g. Port Street is used as a Lakeshore Rd bypass.
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Port Street East
[ IMAGE 8 ]
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Public festival at St. Lawrence Square
Canada Day: July 1, 2005 (square never used again)
[ IMAGE 9 ]
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Unused public space at St. Lawrence Square
[ IMAGE 10 ]
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Empty storefronts at The Regatta
[ IMAGE 11 ]
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3. LOOKING AHEAD: There is much planned for Port Street, but nothing is happening
(yet). While it may not be apparent, the precedent for increased height in the area is
baked into plans which have been approved but are on the shelf for now.
The nearby No Frills site was approved for a 10-storey condo on Port Street in 2012,
over the objections of many residents at the time. [ IMAGES 12, 13 ]
NOTE: The 6-8-10 Ann Street proposal for 22-storeys was cut down to 15-storeys
because it would have been the precedent-setter. Similarly, the Lakeshore-Benson-High
development, proposed at 15-storeys on Lakeshore Road, was cut down to 8-storeys.
The Ports Hotel will one day be redeveloped. Full disclosure: TOPCA has suggested to
Indwell that they consider The Ports as a possible rehabilitation site for their successful
non-profit supported housing model, similar to their new Firestone site in Lakeview.
This would be the only way, possibly, to keep the building at the height of 7-storeys. We
expect a future for-profit application might come in at 12-15 storeys. [ IMAGE 14 ]
The Marina Lands at One Port Street have a conceptual Master Plan including 10-storeys
on Port Street and potential 22-storey ‘landmark’ building at the tip. The project seems
to have fallen asleep at this point, perhaps jeopardizing the Marina. [ IMAGES 15, 16 ]
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No Frills site, today
[ IMAGE 12 ]
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No
Frills
site:
10-storeys
approved
[ IMAGE 13 ]
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Ports Hotel: 7-storeys
[ IMAGE 14 ]
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Photo Source: Canada Lands Company

Marina Lands, today
55 Port St E

[ IMAGE 15 ]
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55 Port St E

[Along Port Street East]

Marina Lands: Concept Master Plan
[ IMAGE 16 ]
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THE CHOICE
A new building will be built at 55 Port Street East.
The current low-rise (2-3 storeys) structure will go. The long-term lease is up in 2020.
As of right, based on historical approval, 6-storeys can be built, still with 35 units, and a
maximized site footprint to achieve this. Potentially there would be 60% lot coverage
and blockage of the view from the 6-storey condos to the north and east.
A plan for a narrower, 10-storey building has been proposed, with efforts made to
improve the views for neighbours to the north and east that would otherwise be
severely blocked. This would provide more views and vistas between this new building
and The Regatta next door for pedestrians as well, and would entail 35% lot coverage
and a wider set-back from the sidewalk, according to the published specifications.
The Choice isn’t between a building and no building, it is between a wider 6-storey
building and a narrower 10-storey building, with all the pros and cons entailed.
The immediate residents have the right to make their Choice and advocate for it. The
Choice needs to be clear. [ IMAGES 17, 18 ]
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55 Port Street East: 6-storey massing
[ IMAGE 17 ]
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55 Port Street East: 10-storey massing
[ IMAGE 18 ]
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THE DECISION
The Decision is a political/ planning construct and it’s good to note both the Councillor and
the Planning staff are ensuring they hear fully from the residents and are maintaining a
dialogue.
The PDC Information Report contains many policies and parameters which the citizens of
Port Credit have heavily contributed to over the years, and which will factor into the
Decision. It forms a comprehensive guide for future applications in Port Credit as well.
COMMUNITY BENEFIT: Depending on the Decision, a taller building could result in
calculation of a Section 37 amount to be paid by the developer. Residents should know
what the value of the community benefit might be and how it would be applied locally.
Nothing is being decided tonight at PDC. This is an information meeting only.

Presented by: Dorothy Tomiuk, TOPCA Vice-President
NOTE: Some new images have been inserted since PDC for clarity. Check against delivery.
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